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These suggested films are some that will or may come up for discussion during the first course. If you go to 

Netflix, you can use hyperlinks to find further suggestions. The year listed is the year of theatrical release in the 

US. VOD is “Video On Demand.” Note:  It is not necessary to see any or all of the films, by any means. These 

simply serve as a guide for the discussion. You can also use IMDB.com (Internet Movie Database) to search for 

other works by these filmmakers. You can also keep this list for future viewing after the session, if that is what 

you prefer. I’ve noted in bold the films that contain scenes that could be too extreme for some viewers. In the 

“Additional works” lines, those titles are noted by an asterisk. 

Wild Tales   Director: Damián Szifrón. 2014. Argentina. 122 minutes. Rated R. 

Damian Szifron's jet black comedy contains six shorts that all tell disturbing and funny tales. The first involves a 

plane full of people who discover they have something in common. The second is a tale of revenge. The third 

tells the story of a road rage incident that escalates to unbelievable proportions. The fourth follows a man fed 

up with governmental bureaucracy. The fifth features a wealthy family attempting to buy their son out of a jail 

stint after he kills someone in a car accident. The final episode takes place at a wedding where a jealous bride 

turns her reception into a grand guginol experience for her husband and some of her guests. 

Coming to the Belcourt in March. 

Amores Perros   Director: Alejandro González Iñárritu. 2000. Mexico. 153 minutes. Rated R. 

These three intertwining tales unfold on the brutal streets of Mexico City. Octavio has an obsessive crush on his 

sister-in-law; Daniel dumps his family for a disturbed supermodel; and El Chivo cares for a wounded dog while 

planning an assassination. 

Available on Netflix streaming and DVD. Also available on Amazon Instant. 

Lake Tahoe   Director: Fernando Eimbcke. 2009. Mexico. 81 minutes. Not Rated. 

When he wraps the family car around a telephone pole on the outskirts of his small town, teenager Juan  

searches for help but finds himself thrust into a strange odyssey filled with unusual characters. 

Available on Netflix DVD. Also available on Amazon Instant. 

Pan’s Labyrinth   Director: Guillermo del Toro. 2006. Mexico / Spain. 112 minutes. Rated R. 

Living with her tyrannical stepfather and pregnant mother, 10-year-old Ofelia retreats to a labyrinth where she 

meets a mythical faun. He claims she is destined to become princess of the Underworld, but first she must carry 

out three perilous tasks. 

Available on Netflix DVD. Also available on Amazon Instant. 

Silent Light   Director: Carlos Reygadas. 2007. Mexico.  136 minutes. Not Rated. 

Johan, a Mennonite living in Mexico, is tormented with guilt over his extramarital affair with Marianne. His 

father, best friend and wife know the truth, but Johan's suffering has to do with his faith, which he can't 



reconcile with his deeds.  

Available on Netflix DVD. 

Y tu mamá también  Director: Alfonso Cuaron. 2001. Mexico.  105 minutes. Not Rated. 

When two rich teens meet the alluring, older Luisa, they try to impress her with stories of a road trip to a secret 

beach, then convince her to join them. What follows is an escapade involving seduction, conflict and the harsh 

realities of poverty. 

Available on Netflix streaming and DVD. Also available on Amazon Instant. 

City of God   Director: Fernando Meirelles, Katia Lund 

Growing up in a Rio de Janeiro favela, Rocket is able to avoid being drawn into a life of drugs and crime by 

having a passion for photography. Through his eyes, the dramatic stories of several of the slum's colorful 

residents unfold. 

Available on Netflix streaming and DVD. Also available on Amazon Instant. 

The Headless Woman  Director: Lucrecia Martel. 2008. Argentina. 87 minutes. Not Rated. 

In the middle of picking up her ringing cell phone, an affluent dentist  runs over something with her car -- maybe 

a dog, maybe a human, she refused to slow down to find out. In the aftermath of the accident, she suffers a 

strange breakdown and finds she can't recognize familiar faces in her rural Argentine town. 

Available on Netflix DVD. Also available on Amazon Instant. 

Whisky    Director: Pablo Stoll, Juan Pablo Rebella. 2004. Uruguay. 94 minutes. Not Rated. 

This droll comedy from Uruguay tells the story of sock factory owner and his employee, two people who work 

together but barely communicate. But when Jacobo's estranged brother -- a happily married man -- visits, the 

competitive Jacobo tells his sibling that he and Marta are husband and wife. Pretending to have an intimate 

bond, the "couple" soon finds their lives radically altered. 

Available on Netflix DVD. Also available on Amazon Instant. 

Undertow   Director: Javier Fuentes-Leon. 2010. Peru. 100 minutes. Not Rated. 

In a Peruvian village, married fisherman Miguel comes to terms with his love for another man, despite the strict 

moral code of his homeland. When his lover drowns and returns as a ghost, Miguel is faced with revealing his 

secret relationship. 

Available on Netflix streaming and DVD. Also available on Amazon Instant. 

The Maid   Director: Sebastian Silva. 2010. Chile. 94 minutes. Not Rated. 

When Raquel's place in the Valdes family -- for whom she's provided 23 years of maid service -- is threatened 

after they hire more help, she decides to do something about. Rolling out anything but the red carpet for the 

new employees, Raquel's juvenile tricks just might work in this examination of loyalty, family dynamics and duty. 

Available on Netflix DVD. 


